IF IT’S SUMMER, IT’S TIME FOR BLUE STAR MUSEUMS!

Start planning your next Blue Star Families Adventure! From Armed Forces Day to Labor Day, thousands of museums across the country open their doors to Blue Star Families for FREE. Whether you live in Honolulu or Hot Springs, San Antonio or Seattle, there is a Blue Star Museum near you.

Visit bluestarfam.org for a map of participating museums, activities, and resources to plan your next Blue Star Families adventure.

Enjoy the summer and share your museum stories and photos with us! #bluestarmuseums

Leadership support for Blue Star Families programming and promotional materials has been provided by MetLife Foundation.
PLACES YOU GO
Color all the states you have lived in in red, states you have visited in blue and all the rest in yellow. Don’t forget to include visits to museums as you PCS or travel this summer!

MY MUSEUM VISIT MADLIB
This week, my family went to a Blue Star Museum in_________________.
I went with____________________ and____________________. name of city
We wanted to take a_________________with us, but it was against the name of family member
rules because they are often_________________. The first painting we name of friend
saw was of____________________by____________________. color
The museum guide tried to explain how the art represented noun plural
_____________________, but I didn’t get it. I was much more interested name of a celebrity
in an exhibition of____________________. I saw some amazing ad
examples of____________________, but the coolest painting in
the room was of____________________. She/he had to pose for____________________ to get this right. Then, we went ad
number of hours
to the museum shop and I bought a____________________ to remember
noun
the visit. We also got to snack on____________________ which was____________________. Exclamation
superlative adjective
I had the____________________ time with my
name of a museum
family at the____________________! I can’t wait to visit again!

BE AN ARTIST
Design your own Masterpiece! Post a photo of it with #bluestarmuseums.